This document contains examples of photographs to be provided to TTU Telecommunications following service installation for the purpose of verifying proper installation and compliance with University policies and procedures.

The intent of the photos is to convey the quality of your cable installation work to the satisfaction of TTU Telecommunications. The photos should include all portions of the cable path involved in your installation. Clear, well taken photos make it easy for TTU to quickly make that assessment.

Given the many variations of building type and installations, we understand that your photos will be limited by the available space, lighting, etc. But, please make every effort to provide the best quality photos capturing the components shown in these examples.
Communication Room Photos

- Back of patch-panel showing cables routed to vertical management.
- Front of patch-panel showing cables routed to vertical management.
- Transition from vertical management to horizontal management.
- Switch port cables routed to vertical management.
- Full rack assembly.
Penetrations & Access Outlets

Floor penetrations

Wall penetrations

Access outlets
Raceways, cable trays, J-hooks